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1 Introduction
The European R&D project Direct Current Components + Grid (DCC+G) aims to
develop innovative power semiconductors and products using them to increase the
energy efficiency of commercial buildings. Hereby the partners of the project aim to
contribute to the realization of the European Commission target that all new buildings
in the EU shall be constructed as zero-energy buildings latest 2021 [1]. Examples of
such buildings illustrate that electricity will replace fossil fuels in many energy related
processes of such buildings [2]. Thus, the cost effective and energy efficient use of
electricity in buildings is an important area for technical innovations in the 21st century.
A 2-phase low voltage direct current (DC) grid with supply voltages of ±380 VDC offers
benefits compared with a 3-phase 400 V AC grid supply [3]. Electricity from a DC
supply can be controlled more flexible, with higher performance and efficiency, at
lower cost than from AC electricity sources. For smaller power demands (e.g. in office
buildings) a single phase 380 VDC grid is suggested.
The hard aims of the research and development project are to show that the use of
direct current has advantages for certain loads compared to alternating current. This
applies especially for the use of distributed regenerative energy generators like solar
panels, local wind turbines and micro CHP units. Therefore, the goal is to show that
the use of direct current reduces the whole power demand at 5 % while the cost for the
use of solar electricity is reduced at 7 %.
For the feasibility test of the project, an office and an industrial building have been
selected as experimental platforms. This is especially interesting, because the
common electric loads in these types of buildings, e. g. lighting and IT equipment,
mostly need direct current. That means that the potential energy and cost savings
through the cut out of two or more inverter stages are high.
This report documents a test bed in an industrial building environment. It turns out that
it was not possible to negotiate a test bed in a retail building, as originally planned, due
to the high complexity of commercial cooling systems with parameters that could not
be managed according to building owner specifications within the available timing of
the project.
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2 Original Plan of WP4
As documented in the technical annex of the DCC+G project, the overall objective of
WP4 is to carry out the integration of all components into generic systems and test
beds to obtain empirical results and to validate components and modules that have
been developed in WP2 and WP3. DCC+G partner Fraunhofer IISB (Germany) has
realised a test bed in a research office and laboratory building [4].
A second demonstrator has been originally planned for a supermarket building with an
owner outside the DCC+G consortium. This test bed should make use at least of food
cooling and refrigeration compressors of Emerson Climate Technology, a central
rectifier of Emerson Network Power and a Philips LED Lighting installation. Philips had
the task to organise this test bed.
Philips, Emerson, Siemens and the Fraunhofer institute IISB have negotiated free-of
charge test bed installations with three large retail companies and one manufacturer of
refrigerated cabinets. Names of companies can not be published since non-disclosure
agreements (NDA) have been signed with these companies.
It is the outcome of the negotiations that a test bed of the applications mentioned
above could not be found. One reason for that is the complexity of commercial cooling
systems that have many hydraulic and mechanical parameters. The offered test bed
systems could not meet the specifications of the supermarket building owners within
the timeframe of the project.
As alternative the partners of the DCC+G consortium agreed to realise a second test
bed with an industrial building character at Philips Research in the Netherlands that is
documented in the following chapters.
Learning for future projects is to plan test bed installations only at sites of project
partner companies.
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3 Demonstration of Industrial Application
The partners of the DCC+G project decided to realise a DC grid system test bed in an
industrial building environment. Philips Research has volunteered with two rooms and
two LED lighting installations for that. Siemens has contributed with two smart meters
and Infineon has contributed with a central rectifier prototype. An installation of one DC
or both AC and DC powered compressors from Emerson Climate Technology was,
unfortunately, not possible in this building. Figure 1 depicts a block diagram of the test
bed installation.

Figure

1:

Block

diagram
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application
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3.1 Smart Energy Meters
DCC+G partner Siemens contributes with two Sentron PAC 4200 smart energy meters
[5]. Two meters are required to measure the energy consumption of the two lighting
systems individually since this meter offers the measured energy consumption only for
the sum of all three AC phases.

Figure 2: Photo of a Siemens Sentron PAC 4200 smart energy meter in the test bed
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3.2 Central Rectifier
DCC+G partner Infineon contributes with a 500 W central rectifier prototype with power
factor correction function [6]. Due to the relatively low load of 500 W the central
rectifier of Emerson Network Power with 15 kW nominal power used in the office test
bed at Fraunhofer institute IISB [4] can not be operated in an adequate load and
efficiency range and was therefore replaced by this prototype.
Figure 3 illustrates this circuit and Figure 4 depicts the measured efficiency by Infineon
of up to 98.3 %. The power factor correction circuit consists of a boost converter
operating in continuous conduction mode at a constant switching frequency of 70 kHz.
The high efficiency is supported by latest Infineon semiconductors such as a
PP65R190C7 Power MOSFET, a IDH02G65C5 Silicon Carbide power diode, a
ICE3PCS01G PFC converter control IC and a 1EDI60N12AF MOSFET driver.

Figure 3: Photo of an Infineon 500 W rectifier and power factor correction circuit prototype

Figure 4: Measured efficiency curve of the Infineon 500 W rectifier prototype [6]
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3.3 Industrial Lighting Installation
DCC+G partner Philips is contributing with two LED lighting sub-systems to the test
bed installation. Both lighting systems make use of the same LED luminaire type from
the Philips Lighting Maxos LED Industry Luminaire family [7]. This luminaire family is a
more energy efficient alternative to fluorescent lighting and offers luminaires with
identical mechanical dimensions and
Lumen packages of 4000, 5500 and 6600 lumen,
Optics with narrow, wide and asymmetrical beams,
Light colour temperatures of 3000 K and 4000 K,
LED drivers with and without control interface.
From that range a luminaire with 5500 lumen, wide beam optics, 4000 K light colour
temperature and a LED driver without control interface has been selected [8].
Philips has developed in DCC+G work package WP 3.6 a LED driver for the specified
380 V DC power grids and with the same functions to drive LED strings like its
counterpart for 230 V AC mains supply [9]. Both LED drivers for AC and DC grids are
so called “window drivers” that allow a flexible supply of LED strings with
a LED forward voltages of
100 V ...215 V DC,
a programmable DC current of 120 mA...400 mA,
a LED string power level of
21 W ... 75 W.
12 luminaires for AC and 12 luminaires for DC supply have been measured individually
after a 30 minutes warm-up in a laboratory before the installation. Table 1 documents
the measurements. The LED driver for 380 V DC grids has 32 % less losses than the
LED driver for 230 V AC mains voltage due to the avoided power factor correction
circuit in the LED driver. LED driver input and output power have been measured by
using a precision power meter [10].
Vin
Pin
PLED

230 V AC
40.8 W
38.0 W
93.2 %

LED.driver

380 V DC
39.9 W
38.0 W
95.1 %

Table 1: Measured data of Philips Maxos LED Industry luminaires of AC and DC grid sub-systems

3.4 Test Bed Rooms
The DCC+G project test bed installation for an industrial application has been installed
in rooms
HTC37-9.026 using a 380 V DC grid depicted in Figure 5 and
HTC37-9.027 using a 230 V AC grid shown in Figure 6.
Both rooms have identical dimensions of 7 m x 11.4 m (80 m2) and are located in the
9th corridor of building 37 of the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, the Netherlands
[11].
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Figure 5: Photo of the 380 V DC powered LED lighting installation in room HTC 37.9-026
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Figure 6: Photo of the 230 V AC powered reference lighting installation in room HTC 37.9-027
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4 Measurements
The AC input real power of the two LED lighting sub-systems has been measured by
means of Siemens Sentron PAC4200 meters.
A first meter measures the real power consumption of AC phase L1 in Figure 1 that
supplies the central rectifier module of chapter 3.2 of the sub-system with the DC grid.
Table 2 documents the power consumption of this test bed part.
A second meter measures the real power consumption of AC phase L2 in Figure 1 that
is the LED lighting sub-system with a 230 V AC grid. Table 3 documents the power
consumption of this test bed part.
In both cases power losses of cables have been calculated as difference of the power
consumption of the Siemens meters to the power consumption of luminaires and
central rectifier (in case of the DC grid). Both sub-systems make use of the same
standard power cables with 3* 2.5 mm2 conductors. The current stress is relative low
at the beginning of the cable (AC cable: 2.14 A, DC cable: 1.26 A) and very low at the
end of both cables due to the dropping current towards the end of the cable (Figure 1).

Measured DC input power of 12 LED luminaires
Calculated cable loss
Measured central rectifier loss
Measured central rectifier AC input power

479 W
2W
9W
490 W

Table 2: AC power consumption analysis of the test bed subsystem with a 380 V DC grid

Measured AC input power of 12 LED luminaires
Calculated cable loss
Measured sub-system AC input power

490 W
3W
493 W

Table 3: AC power consumption analysis of the test bed subsystem with a 230 V AC grid
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5 Discussion
LED lighting systems in two identical rooms have been powered from 230 V AC mains
in one room and a 380 V DC grid in a second room to realise an industrial building
type of test bed installation of the DCC+G open innovation project. The system with a
DC grid is about 1% more efficient than the system with a 230 V AC grid.
The efficiency advantage of this electrical installation with a 380 V DC grid is lower
than expected at the planning of the DCC+G project [3]. This is mainly due to the small
size of the test bed and the following reasons more in detail.
First, the power factor correction circuit of a relative low power 75 W rectifier in Philips
LED drivers operates today with a very high efficiency of 98 % such that only most
energy efficient central rectifiers or bidirectional inverters may save maximum 1 % of
energy. That is a key difference compared to our analysis in 2011.
Second, the power level of each sub-system is with about 490 W to low to generate a
significant efficiency advantage in DC operated power cables. Each sub-system
should have a power level of at least 3 kW (1-phase AC) or 9 kW (3-phase AC) to
operate AC cables system at its limits [12] and to generate a power cable efficiency
advantage of up to 2 % for a DC grid system.
Third, 230 V AC mains powered installations have an EMC filter at the electric input of
each load. In contrast systems with a 380 V DC grid have a slightly smaller EMC filter
(due to lower current ratings) at the electric input of each load but additionally EMC
filters at input and output of central rectifiers that hampers savings of DC systems.
Fourth, the test bed installation does not has local DC power generators such as a
solar power system or a micro combined heat and power (CHP) system that reduce
power loss of rectifiers. DC power generators are included in the office test bed
installation at the Fraunhofer institute IISB in Erlangen, Germany
Table 4 compares power loss of low voltage AC and DC grid systems from the
planning of the DCC+G project in 2011 and with the test bed results from 2015. Taken
all benefits of DC grids together we have learned within the DCC+G project that the
efficiency advantage of a DC grid installation can be up to 3 % without local DC power
sources. The maximum efficiency advantage of 3 % considers 2 % total power savings
in DC cables and 1 % total power saving by very efficient, non-isolated bidirectional
inverters/rectifiers known from solar power systems starting with power levels of 20 kW
[13].
2011
AC System
Analysis

2015
AC Grid
Test Bed

2011
DC System
Analysis

2015
DC Grid
Test Bed

Rectifier Loss

4%

2%

1%

1.7 %

EMC Filter
Loss

1%

1%

1%

1%

Cable Loss

4%

1%

2%

0.5 %

Total Loss

9%

4%

4%

3.2 %

Table 4: Power loss comparison of 230V/400V AC grid and 380 V DC grid systems
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6 Summary
The partners of the DCC+G project have realized a test bed installation in an industrial
building in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The test bed includes two LED lighting
installations: one with a 230 V AC grid as reference and one with a 380 V DC grid
powered from 230 V AC by means of a central rectifier.
The relative small test bed system with a 380 V DC grid is 1% more efficient than the
system with a 230 V AC grid. DC grids can achieve a higher efficiency advantage of up
to 3 % at power levels where AC grids generate significant cable loss, starting at 3 kW
(1-phase AC) or 9 kW (3-phase AC) and using very efficient bidirectional
inverters/rectifiers known from solar power systems of 20 kW nominal power and
higher.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Abbreviations
A
AC
CHP
DC
DCC+G
EMC
EU
HTC
IISB
IT
K
LED
PE
RMS
s
V
W
WP

Ampere
Alternating Current
Combined Heat & Power unit
Direct Current
Direct Current Components +Grid
Electromagnetic Compatibility
European Union
High Tech Campus Eindhoven, the Netherlands
Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Systeme und Bauelementetechnologie
Information Technology
Kelvin
Light Emitting Diode
Protective Earth
Root Mean Square value
second
Volt
Watt
Work Package
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